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I. INTRODUCTION
The last decade has seen a great deal of litigation and legislative activity about the shipment of wine directly to
consumers’ homes. The reasons for the widespread legal and political interest in a seemingly esoteric subject were a general
increase in wine consumption in the Unites States,i an increase in the number of wineries in the United States,ii the existence of
laws in almost half the states prohibiting the shipment of wine directly from producers to consumers’ homes,iii and an unsettled tug
of war between two constitutional provisions, the Commerce Clause and the Twenty-first Amendment.
The U.S. Supreme Court finally settled the constitutional issue in Granholm v. Heald,iv holding that the Michigan and
New York statutes that permit in-state wineries to ship directly to consumers but restrict out-of-state wineries from doing likewise,
are violations of the negative Commerce Clause and are not saved from unconstitutionality by the Twenty-first Amendment.v This
decision, although very important from a theoretical point of view, does not by itself resolve the underlying issues for wine
consumers, wine producers, wine wholesale distributors, or state legislators. While there has been a significant amount of political
wrangling on the state level regarding direct shipment, in the last year or so it has generally been less heated as legislators have
waited to see what the Supreme Court was going to do. Had the Court upheld the restrictive Michigan and New York statutes,
legislatures could have chosen to do nothing. Now legislatures in those states and at least six othersvi with similar restrictions have
to decide whether to extend shipping privileges granted in-state producers to out-of-state producers or whether to eliminate entirely
direct shipping to consumers. In addition, states that prohibit all direct shipment,vii while not legally bound to change their rules,
may feel increased political pressure from their own in-state wineries to do so.
This article will first briefly review the background of the dispute considering the historical and commercial issues. Then
the article will discuss the Granholm majority opinion and the dissents. The next section will consider existing state laws and
proposals for amending them so that they are in constitutional compliance and are responsive to legislators’ constituents. Finally,
the article concludes that, unpredictably and by the slimmest of margins, the Supreme Court made a decision that can withstand
principled legal scrutiny, is a boon for small wineries and consumers, and probably will not be as negative an outcome as some
wine industry participants might anticipate.
II. BACKGROUND: WHO CARES ABOUT THIS CASE AND WHY?
Every major newspaper in the country carried the story of the Granholm decision because there is such widespread
interest in the subject of wine. There are, however, several specific groups represented by the parties in the case that have more
than a mere passing interest in a currently sexy subject. A general understanding of how states regulate alcoholic beverages is
necessary to understand the positions of these groups.
A. The Three-Tier System
Although states use a wide variation of regulatory schemes to control the production, distribution, and sale of alcoholic
beverages, all use a three-tier system that prohibits economic relationships between producers and wholesale distributors
(wholesalers), between wholesalers and retailers, and between producers and retailers. The system originated to eliminate
perceived evils that arose following Prohibition.
During Prohibition the federal government gave a few distillers permits to manufacture whisky for medicinal purposes,
and so they held a considerable competitive edge after repeal.viii A few additional distillers had purchased trade names and
supplies from old distillers in the event of a repeal.ix Because good whiskey must be aged for four or more years, and even
cheaper whiskey is blended with some aged whiskey, these few foresighted distillers controlled the industry.x In 1934 the nation’s
nine largest distillers produced more than four fifths of the nation’s whiskey.xi Members of Congress called these distillers a
“Whiskey Trust” and worried that the Trust had driven up alcohol prices to unreasonably high levels: twelve to twenty-four dollars
wholesale for a gallon that cost one dollar to produce and store.xii
The high prices led to bootlegging and illicit selling that some estimated were responsible for at least half of all
consumption of alcoholic beverages.xiii The dominance of a few distillers also led to “tied-house” arrangements or vertical
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integration whereby distillers and wholesalers would exert control over retail outlets, particularly saloons.xiv Legislators were
concerned that tied-house increased alcohol consumption because distillers would require retailers to buy certain quotas and then
retailers, in turn, would encourage customers to drink more.xv Thus, following Prohibition, state legislators enacted three-tier
systems which required strict separation among participants in the alcoholic beverage industry to eliminate criminality, corruption,
price-gouging, and intemperance.xvi
B. Wholesale Distributors
The alcoholic beverage industry, particularly the wine segment, has changed dramatically in the last fifty years. There
used to be few producers and many wholesalers, but just the opposite is true now. In 1950 there were approximately 5,000 liquor
wholesalers nationwide, whereas by 2003 there were only about 170.xvii The three-tier system creates market power and economic
rents for these relatively few wholesalers.xviii Thus, wholesalers can engage in product tying or bundling the way that Microsoft
does. An advantage of the three-tier system is that it can save on transaction costs for both producers and consumers because
producers do not have to incur costs finding and wooing retailers.xix However, the Internet has decreased such costs by making it
easy and cheap for producers to reach retailers and consumers on their own.xx Thus, eliminating the three-tier structure would
reduce prices for consumers and provide them with more choices, and it would expand markets for small producers.xxi The
problem is that wholesalers have had many years to develop their own market power and political power in order to maintain their
position in the liquor industry. Every state’s system for regulating the production, distribution, and sale of alcoholic beverages has
rules for wholesalers, but state laws very in the strength of their protection for the interests of wholesalers.
In Michigan the law makes it nearly impossible for a winery to fire a wholesaler unless a wholesaler commits fraud,
breaches its contract with the winery, or loses its state license.xxii Moreover, Michigan’s franchise law permits wholesalers to pass
ownership of their businesses to family members when they retire or die, guaranteeing family ownership in perpetuity.xxiii The
Michigan Beer and Wine Wholesalers Association is a trade group of seventy-five family-owned distributorsxxiv that controls the
distribution of more than ninety percent of the wine sold in Michigan.xxv In the last statewide election in Michigan, the
Association was among the top ten contributors to the winners in a majority of the Michigan legislative races.xxvi Its members also
gave thousands of dollars in political contributions to the Michigan governor and attorney general.xxvii It is one of the richest and
most powerful trade groups in Michigan’s capital.xxviii An analysis of campaign finance records indicated that the Association’s
political action committee hosted at least eighty-three fundraisers for Michigan lawmakers in the last four years at which the
lawmakers raised almost a half million dollars.xxix
Judge & Dolph, Ltd. is a typical example of a powerful liquor wholesaler. It is the largest wine and spirits distributor in
Illinois.xxx It was started in 1890 as a pharmaceutical company and was acquired by the real estate entrepreneur Arthur Wirtz in
1945.xxxi It is now run by his son, William Wirtz, the owner of the Chicago Blackhawks hockey team, and his grandchildren hold
executive positions in the company.xxxii It has expanded by buying other distributing companies and now has operations in every
major Illinois market.xxxiii It also has similar market power in Wisconsin.xxxiv It is the exclusive distributor for the two largest wine
and spirits suppliers in the world, Diageo and Allied Domecq.xxxv It is a member of the Wine & Spirits Distributors of Illinois
which is associated with the Illinois Wholesalers Association PAC, a political action committee. Between 1993 and 2003 the
Wine & Spirits Distributors of Illinois contributed almost a million dollars to candidates for statewide office in Illinois.xxxvi The
Association PAC was a strong proponent of the Illinois Wine and Spirits Fair Dealing Act of 1999 that was known as the Wirtz
Bill.xxxvii The Act prohibited any wine or spirits producer from canceling a contract with a distributor with less than ninety days
notice regardless of their contractual agreement, but it provided an exception for agreements between a distributor and an Illinois
winery.xxxviii The United States District Court for the Northern District of Illinois enjoined the State from implementing the Act
because of Kendall-Jackson’s likelihood of prevailing in its lawsuit alleging the unconstitutionality of the Act because the Act
violated the Commerce and Contracts Clauses.xxxix The Illinois Legislature repealed the Act in 2002.xl After the Granholm
decision, midwest newspapers reported that the Association PAC was suggesting that Illinois should consider banning direct
shipment from all wineries, including Illinois wineries, rather than extending direct shipping privileges to out-of-state wineries.xli
The largest distributor of wine and spirits in the United States is Southern Wine and Spirits of America, Inc.xlii Chairman
and CEO Harvey Chaplin and his family own more than fifty percent of the company.xliii Southern operates in twelve states and
has more than seventeen percent of national wine and spirits wholesaler revenues.xliv Its 2003 sales were about five and a half
billion dollars with a one-year sales growth rate of almost twenty-three percent. Between 1993 and 2003 Southern gave $454,000
to candidates for statewide office in Illinois.xlv During the 2004 election cycle, Southern gave candidates for statewide office in
Florida $459,912; in Michigan, $413,499; in New York, $289,679; in Ohio, $439,599; in California, $1,465,392.xlvi In
anticipation of the Granholm decision, Wayne Chaplin, Southern’s president, said that rule changes would not eliminate
wholesalers from the alcoholic beverage industry.xlvii He noted that in California where liberal rules allow wineries to ship directly
to consumers and distilled spirit producers can sell directly to retailers, Southern still maintains a thirty percent market share.xlviii
Brown-Forman, another of the largest alcoholic beverage wholesalers, has taken a neutral position because it represents some of
the largest and best known brands.xlix Nevertheless, the heavy political spending indicates that the wholesalers are not going to
accept any risk of diminution in their business without a political battle.
The wholesalers’ strategic contribution to the Granholm litigation was to support the states in their rationales for having
prohibitions on direct shipping.l The Michigan Beer and Wine Wholesalers Association’s chief lobbyist asserted that Michigan’s

prohibition on direct shipment of wine from out of state guaranteed accurate tax collection and kept minors from access to
alcohol.li The Association hired the former director of the Michigan Office of Highway Safety Planning to start the Coalition for a
Safe and Responsible Michigan.lii Arguing that a reversal of Michigan’s prohibitory law could endanger young people, she
convinced Central Michigan State University, Oakland University, Michigan Mothers Against Drunk Driving, the Michigan
Association of Secondary School Principals, and the Michigan Sheriffs’ Association to join the Coalition.liii
C. Wineries
Wine consumption in the United States has grown sixty-three percent since 1991.liv In 2004, wine sales in the United
States grew four percent to $668 million.lv The estimated retail value of wine shipments in the United States is $23.2 billion.lvi
There are now more than 3,500 wineries in the United States, but the fifty largest wineries account for almost ninety percent of all
the wine produced in this country.lvii The leading U.S. producer, E. & J. Gallo Winery, produced fifty-four million cases in
2003.lviii The second largest producer, Constellation (with the acquisition of Mondavi), produced forty-nine million cases in
2003.lix Granholm was not about these wineries because they have wholesalers who can distribute their products to every retail
outlet in the country. Every consumer can have access to Gallo or Constellation brands, but not to the wines produced by the
nation’s small wineries (defined as those producing 100,000 cases or less) that average just 5,300 cases annually.lx
Granholm was about wineries like those owned by the plaintiffs in the New York case, Juanita Swedenburg and David
Lucas. Swedenburg opened Swedenburg Winery in Middleburg, Virginia on her family farm in 1987.lxi She raises beef cattle and
plants fifteen acres of grapes.lxii She produces fewer than two thousand cases of wine a year and sells more than ninety percent of
it at her winery.lxiii David Lucas opened the Lucas Winery in Lodi, California in 1978.lxiv He also produces fewer than two
thousand cases of wine a year and sells most of it at the winery.lxv Both would like to sell by direct shipping to tourists who have
stopped at their wineries and to Internet customers.lxvi They, and winery owners like them all over the country, do not have
budgets for advertising or wholesale distributors.
A wholesaler’s share of the retail price of a bottle of wine is typically eighteen to twenty-five percent (more than twice
the cost of the distribution system in the food industry).lxvii Retailers typically take another twenty-five percent as their gross
profit.lxviii In Ohio, state law guarantees wine distributors a minimum markup of thirty-three percent.lxix The vice president of
Bedell Cellars on the North Fork of Long Island in New York has said that his winery receives only $120 a case through its
distributors, but if it sold directly to a consumer it could charge $240 a case.lxx Bedell produces about 8,000 cases of wine a
year,lxxi and it has distributors in only seven states.lxxii Even if small wineries can make a profit after wholesalers and retailers take
their share, they cannot find wholesalers willing to represent them.lxxiii Of the more than 25,000 wine labels in the United States
only about 500 of them are available even in an area with a robust wine market.lxxiv Furthermore, national wine publications are
not going to write about wines produced by small wineries if their readers cannot buy them, thereby imposing another market
restriction.lxxv
California producers account for ninety-three percent of total wine production in the United States.lxxvi Washington State
is the second-largest producer with three and a half percent, and New York State is the third with almost one and a half
percent.lxxvii But every state in the nation now has wineries. For example, twenty-five years ago Georgia did not have a wine
industry. It now has about ten wineries.lxxviii It has a trade association, the Winegrowers Association of Georgia, that is trying to
overcome the state’s reputation as a producer of moonshine.lxxix In addition to being known for super-sweet wines made from
native muscadine grapes, the growers want to be known for fine wines made from European variety grapes.lxxx The growers are
part of a fledgling industry looking to compete with California, Washington, and New York, but viewing the wine industries in
North Carolina and Virginia as representing more attainable goals.lxxxi Wineries can become members of the Association if they
have five acres planted in grapes or they are producing at least 1000 cases of wine a year.lxxxii
In Arizona there are thirteen active wineries growing more than 650 acres of grapes for wine production.lxxxiii Colorado’s
first modern winery opened in 1968; ten years later there were two wineries in the state; today there are about fifty producing more
than 856 tons of grapes for wine production.lxxxiv An Internet search will reveal industry association and/or department of
agriculture web sites for every state encouraging consumers to visit wineries. Most of the wineries are like the Florida Estates
Winery that produces about 2,500 cases of wine on ten acres of land in Land O’ Lakes, Floridalxxxv or the Chamard Winery in
Connecticut that produces 5,000 cases annuallylxxxvi or the Frenchman’s Gulch Winery in Idaho that produced 900 cases in
2003.lxxxvii They are part of a growing national industry that is not being served by state regulations devised in another century to
combat problems that no longer are relevant.
D. Internet Business
The Federal Trade Commission (FTC) declared in a report on the direct shipment of wine that its prohibition by states
was “the single largest regulatory barrier to expanded e-commerce in wine.”lxxxviii Although it is not clear what ramifications
Granholm will have for e-commerce, many commentators have concluded that the decision is a good thing for Internet businesses
as well as for free trade in general.lxxxix One concluded that had Granholm been decided in favor of the states, there would have
been “dramatic negative consequences for the development of interstate commerce,” and that now Internet sellers of other products
might be encouraged to challenge protectionist legislation.xc The direct-shipment-of-wine issue illustrates how technological

change can cause shifting transaction costs.xci By using the Internet and eliminating the wholesaler-middleman to sell directly to
consumers, small wine producers can increase their markets, and consumers can pay lower prices. This process of
disintermediation is creating a revolution in the way products are bought and sold.xcii
The Information Technology Association of America, the Internet Commerce Coalition, the Software and Information
Industry Association and other groups interested in e-commerce filed an amicus curiae brief in Granholm supporting the wineries
and consumers challenging state laws.xciii Among the corporate members of the amici organizations are AT&T, BellSouth, eBay,
MCI, Time Warner, and Verizon.xciv They argued that a national common market envisioned by the nation’s founders will be
destroyed if states can enact statutes that discriminate against out-of-staters in favor of local economic interests.xcv They urged
respect for the importance of the negative Commerce Clausexcvi “in preventing local protectionism from undermining th[e]
national market and the benefits it brings to consumers and businesses throughout America.”xcvii
Small businesses have been able in recent times to participate in the national market by using mail order catalogues, 1800 phone numbers, and the Internet, which has been the most successful method small businesses have ever had of reaching a
world-wide market of customers.xcviii Total e-commerce sales for 2004 were about $69.2 billion, an increase of 23.5% from 2003,
whereas total retail sales for 2004 increased only 7.8%.xcix E-commerce sales in the first quarter of 2005 accounted for 2.3% of
total sales;c in 2004, 1.9%; in 2003, 1.6%.ci
Prohibitions on direct shipment of wine are not the only barriers states have erected to thwart e-commerce competition for
local businesses. For example, almost half the states have erected legal barriers for the purchase of replacement contact lenses
over the Internet to insulate ophthalmologists from competition.cii Similarly, Oklahoma and Tennessee as well as several other
states have protected local funeral directors from Internet competition by forbidding anyone who is not a licensed funeral director
from selling caskets.ciii The success of the out-of-state wineries in Granholm might encourage states to forgo their protectionist
arrangements for their bricks-and-mortar local businesses because for products other than wine, which do not have the Twentyfirst Amendment as an alleged buffer from the negative Commerce Clause, there will be even less legal justification for
discrimination.
E. Consumers
The increase in wine sales indicates the increase in consumer interest in wine. Consumers are affected by the ban on
direct shipping not only in price, but also in the variety available to them. The FTC reported that consumers will have a better
chance of finding lower prices on the Internet because they can search hundreds of retail outlets throughout the country.civ On
average, an online buyer could save as much as $3.54 per bottle when buying a full case and shipping via standard ground
service.cv For more expensive wines ($40 or more per bottle), a buyer could save, on average, $18.45 per bottle or twenty-one
percent including shipping.cvi If, in fact, the three-tier system is very efficient as wholesalers claim and results in competitive
prices, then, presumably, even if consumers had the opportunity to buy online, they would purchase their wine at their local store
that uses wholesalers.cvii The prevailing view of economists is that consumers benefit when there is only the minimum amount of
government regulation that is necessary for consumer protection.cviii
The FTC study also indicated that many wines that are not available in bricks-and-mortar stores are available on the
Internet.cix The Wine Institute, a trade organization of California wineries, reported that only seventeen percent of its members had
distribution in all fifty states through the wholesaler system.cx Moreover, even if a particular wine is available in a big city, it
certainly may be unavailable in areas of a state with only a few, small retailers.cxi Finally, the FTC study also noted that in
addition to price and variety advantages, direct shipment also provided the most convenient method for consumers for purchasing
cases of wine.cxii
III. GRANHOLM: WHAT DOES IT MEAN?
The specific issue in Granholm was whether state laws in Michigan and New York (the states) that allowed in-state
wineries to sell wine directly to consumers in the state but prohibited out-of-state wineries from doing likewise, or made it
economically impractical for them to do so, were unconstitutional.cxiii Specifically, while both states permit in-state wineries to
obtain licenses to ship directly to consumers, they require out-of-state wineries to comply with their three-tier systems and sell
only to licensed wholesalers.cxiv
A. The Majority Opinion
Justice Kennedy, delivering the opinion of the Court, concluded at the very beginning that the states’ differential
treatment constitutes explicit discrimination against interstate commerce.cxv He noted that the winery-plaintiffs were small
wineries that relied on selling directly to consumers because they could not find wholesalers to represent them, and even if they
could, the additional expense would not make the transactions economically viable for them.cxvi He then described the laws and
litigation in the states.
In Michigan, wineries must distribute their wine through wholesalers, but there is an exception that allows Michigan
wineries to obtain wine maker licenses that authorize direct shipment to Michigan consumers.cxvii The plaintiffs in the Michigan

suit are wine columnists Ray and Eleanor Heald of Troy, Michigan who were joined by Domaine Alfred, a San Luis Obispo,
California winery. They contended that Michigan’s laws violated the Commerce Clause. The Michigan Beer and Wine
Wholesalers Association joined the State as a defendant, arguing that Michigan’s regime was a valid exercise of power under the
Twenty-first Amendment.cxviii The District Court found for the State, and the Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit reversed.cxix
In New York, too, wineries must distribute their wine through wholesalers, but there is an exception that allows New
York wineries to obtain licenses that authorize direct shipment to New York consumers.cxx The difference compared to Michigan
is that New York provides a way for out-of-state wineries to ship directly to New York consumers: by establishing a physical
presence in New York, out-of-state wineries can become licensed New York wineries.cxxi The plaintiffs in the New York suit are
Juanita Swedenburg and David Lucas and two New York consumers who are wine enthusiasts who attempted to buy out-of-state
wines over the Internet but whose orders were declined by the wineries because of New York’s prohibitory law. The plaintiffs
won in the District Court, but the Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit reversed, holding for the State and wholesaler and
retailer intervenors on Twenty-first Amendment grounds.cxxii The Court concluded that, in effect, the New York law was as
discriminatory as Michigan’s because it would be prohibitive for a small winery to establish “a bricks-and-mortar” presence in
another state, “let alone all 50.”cxxiii
After quickly concluding that “[s]tate laws that discriminate against interstate commerce face ‘a virtually per se rule of
invalidity,’” the Court then discussed the states’ contentions that their direct shipment statutes are saved by Section 2 of the
Twenty-first Amendment.cxxiv The first part of the discussion was a lesson on the legislative and interpretive history of the
Amendment which has been the subject of much conjecture. In 1890 the Supreme Court held in Leisy v. Hardincxxv that states may
not regulate the importation of goods, including alcoholic beverages, into one state from another.cxxvi This decision was an
imprecation for the Prohibitionists, and later that year Congress enacted the Wilson Actcxxvii which subjected alcoholic beverages
being transported into a state to the laws of that state.cxxviii Congress did what the Court said states could not do by themselves. In
1898 the Court again weakened the prohibitory effect of state laws by holding that the Wilson Act applied only when liquor
arrived at its destination in the state, not merely at the state’s border which would prohibit importation entirely.cxxix With the mailorder liquor trade thriving once again, Congress acted to plug the direct-shipment loophole by enacting the Webb-Kenyon Actcxxx
in 1913.cxxxi States could now prohibit shipments of alcohol to consumers for personal use as long as liquor from out of state was
treated the same as liquor from within the state.cxxxii Justice Kennedy noted that President Taft, on the advice of his Attorney
General, vetoed the Webb-Kenyon Act because of the suspicion that a law authorizing state regulation of direct shipments for
personal use was “an unlawful delegation of Congress’ Commerce Clause powers.”cxxxiii Congress overrode the veto, and the
Court, in Clark Distilling Co. v. Western Maryland Railway Co.,cxxxiv upheld the Act recognizing that its purpose was to eliminate
the advantage that liquor traveling in interstate commerce would have over in-state liquor because of the “immunity characteristic
[from compliance with state law] of interstate commerce.”cxxxv
Justice Kennedy expressed the Court’s disagreement with the states’ position that the Webb-Kenyon Act removed all
barriers to discriminatory state liquor regulations.cxxxvi He emphasized that the Webb-Kenyon Act did not repeal the Wilson Act
which expressly prohibited state discrimination, and if the congressional intention was to authorize state discrimination against
out-of-state liquor, Congress would have repealed the Wilson Act.cxxxvii He then went on to discuss the wording of Section 2 of the
Twenty-first Amendment which is similar to the wording in the Wilson and Webb-Kenyon Acts. He asserted that the Amendment
did not allow states to discriminate against out-of-staters, “a privilege they had not enjoyed at any earlier time;”cxxxviii however, he
then had to explain away State Board of Equalization of California. v. Young’s Market Co.,cxxxix in which the Court construed the
Amendment as allowing states to treat imported liquors differently from domestic liquors.cxl He rationalized that difficulty by
noting that Young’s Market might not be a precedent for the present case because the opinion said that “‘the case [did] not present
a question of discrimination prohibited by the commerce clause.’”cxli Moreover, the Young’s Market Court did not consider the
background of the Twenty-first Amendment, said Justice Kennedy.cxlii Finally, Justice Kennedy opined that more recent cases
demonstrate that the Twenty-first Amendment does not overcome the anti-discriminatory requirements of the Commerce
Clause.cxliii
The most important precedent is Bacchus Imports, Ltd. v. Diascxliv in which the Court specifically stated that the Twentyfirst Amendment does not remove state regulation of alcoholic beverages from a Commerce Clause compliance requirement.cxlv In
that case the Court described the appropriate method of reconciling the two parts of the Constitution as trying pragmatically to
harmonize federal and state powers by asking whether state principles implicated in any specific case are sufficiently similar to
those underlying the Twenty-first Amendment to outweigh Commerce Clause principles that might be offended.cxlvi Using that
method, the Bacchus Court held that a Hawaii liquor tax imposed on wholesale sales of liquor but exempting certain locally
produced beverages was an unconstitutional violation of the Commerce Clause.cxlvii Justice Kennedy concluded that Bacchus
“forecloses any contention that § 2 of the Twenty-first Amendment immunizes discriminatory direct-shipping laws from
Commerce Clause scrutiny.”cxlviii
The Court’s final inquiry was into the two justifications advanced by the states for their discriminatory statutes:
discouraging underage drinking and facilitating tax collection.cxlix On the underage drinking issue, the Court cited the lack of
evidence of minors’ buying wine over the Internet as alleged by the states, noting evidence to the contrary.cl Furthermore, minors
are just as likely to order from in-state producers as from out-of-state ones.cli States can also use less restrictive means, such as
requiring an adult signature for all wine deliveries, to achieve their purpose.clii Similarly for the tax issue, the states did not
provide evidence that a variety of non-discriminatory means available to them for tax collection would be inadequate.cliii

Joining Justice Kennedy in the majority opinion were Justices Scalia, Breyer, Ginsburg, and Souter, quite an unlikely
team. There were two dissents: Justice Stevens wrote one, joined by Justice O’Connor; and Justice Thomas wrote one, joined by
Chief Justice Rehnquist, Justice Stevens, and Justice O’Connor, a similarly unusual lineup.
B. The Dissenting Opinions
Justice Stevens, like Justice Kennedy, invoked history in expressing his belief that states are within their constitutional
rights when they choose to discriminate against wine produced out of state. He noted that although today alcoholic beverages are
viewed “as an ordinary article of commerce,” when the Twenty-first Amendment was added to the Constitution in 1933 it was in
the context of a society that was still condemning “the use of the ‘demon rum.’”cliv Therefore, although the Court’s decision “may
represent sound economic policy” and may support “the unwritten prohibition against balkanizing the American economy,” it is
not consistent with the intentions of those who amended the Constitution in 1933.clv In his opinion, the states’ laws that “regulate
the ‘transportation or importation’ of ‘intoxicating liquors’ for ‘delivery or use therein,’ . . . are exempt from dormant Commerce
Clause scrutiny.”clvi
Justice Thomas, in his dissent, was much more specific in challenging the majority’s interpretation of prior cases. For
example, he asserted that the majority misread Clark Distilling. He opined that Clark Distilling meant that the Webb-Kenyon Act
took “‘the protection of interstate commerce away from all receipt and possession of liquor prohibited by state law,’” not from
only “‘nondiscriminatory’ state laws.”clvii He concluded that the Webb-Kenyon Act authorizes the states’ discriminatory direct
shipping laws and, therefore, it is not necessary to interpret the Twenty-first Amendment, although the statutes are lawful under its
plain meaning.clviii He also urged the overruling of Bacchus based on its unjustified “narrowing of the Twenty-first Amendment to
its ‘core concerns,’”clix (which did not include the imposition of an excise tax on imports that gave an advantage to domestic
liqueurs according to the Bacchus Court). According to Thomas, without the authority of Bacchus, the majority has no case
support because subsequent casesclx were about the constitutionality of protectionist statutes that would, in effect, control liquor
prices in other states, unlike the statutes in the current case that regulate only within the borders of the regulating state.clxi Thomas
concluded by acknowledging that the majority, relying heavily on the FTC reportclxii that predicted the enhancement of consumer
welfare by the direct shipment of wine, believed “its decision serves this Nation well,” but the text of the “Twenty-first
Amendment and the Webb-Kenyon Act displaced the negative Commerce clause as applied to regulation of liquor imports into a
State.”clxiii
This five-four decision would have been difficult to predict because, as described in the majority opinion and in the
dissents, the constitutional language, the federal statutory language, and the Court precedents do not clearly explain the
relationship between the Twenty-first Amendment and the negative implications of the Commerce Clause. Reasonable people can
differ,clxiv and the justices did. Five years ago, I wrote that if Justices Stevens, Rehnquist, and O’Connor maintained the position
they held in dissent in Bacchus (none of the six Justices in the majority in Bacchus is on the Court any longer), “it is likely they
would be joined by Justices Scalia, Kennedy, and Thomas [and] [t]hat could be the majority that would uphold . . . states’
prohibitions on direct shipment of wine.”clxv In hindsight, that was not a bad prediction, but it did not work out that way. In
Bacchus, Stevens, Rehnquist and O’Connor subscribed to the same argument, inter alia, that Thomas did in Granholm, namely,
that the majority was taking a “novel approach” to the Twenty-first Amendment by creating a question of “deference” for laws
combating the evils of liquor but not for economic protectionism because the former is one of the “central purposes” of the
Amendment and the latter is not.clxvi An interesting question is why they were not joined by Justices Kennedy and, especially,
Scalia.
C. Constitutional Implications
The decision in Granholm may rest on Justice Scalia’s view of the negative implication of the Commerce Clause. In
1994, Justice Scalia wrote that the “purpose of the negative Commerce Clause . . . is to create a national market.”clxvii He noted
that although the negative implication does not appear in the Constitution, the Court recognized the doctrine in 1873 and has relied
on it in many, many cases and, therefore, he will rely on it too, but only in two situations: “(1) against a state law that facially
discriminates against interstate commerce, and (2) against a state law that is indistinguishable from a type of law previously held
unconstitutional by this Court.”clxviii In 1997, Justice Thomas wrote, and was joined by Justice Scalia, “The negative Commerce
Clause has no basis in the text of the Constitution, makes little sense, and has proved virtually unworkable in application.”clxix
Justice Thomas, writing only for himself, reiterated those words in a dissent in 2003.clxx
It is possible that Justice Scalia, in spite of his dislike of the negative Commerce Clause, was persuaded to join the fivefour majority opinion because to conclude that the Clause was trumped by the Twenty-first Amendment would have diminished
the national market for the growing wine industry. The state statutes at issue facially (or, in the case of New York, realistically)
discriminate against interstate commerce, one of the situations he, seemingly reluctantly, said would cause him to rely on the
negative implication even though it is not based on the explicit language of the Constitution. In addition, Justice Scalia is probably
more likely than Justice Thomas to give effect to the negative Commerce Clause on stare decisis grounds even if he would not
rely on it were he starting with a clean slate. Justice Thomas has made it clear that he believes a case should be decided correctly
even if it means reconsidering or overruling established precedents. He has authored a substantial number of opinions,

concurrences, and dissents in which he has urged such action.clxxi Justice Scalia has, however, on a number of occasions expressed
his respect for the principle of stare decisis.clxxii
As a practical matter, states now know that they can regulate the transportation and importation of wine as long as they do
not do it in a way that discriminates against out-of-state producers.
IV. STATES’ ATTEMPTS TO CHANGE THEIR DIRECT SHIPMENT LAWS
Some states, like New Jersey, that do not permit direct shipping by out-of-state wineries will not have to change anything
because they do not permit in-state wineries to ship to consumers.clxxiii Other states that have discriminatory shipping regulations
do not have to change anything immediately because the Granholm decision was only specifically about the Michigan and New
York laws; however, if legislatures do not eliminate discrimination, when their regulations are challenged in court, they will
certainly fall and then changes will have to be made. Like the Granholm decision itself, what those changes will be is
unpredictable, but most states will probably liberalize their laws rather than further restricting them because of the numbers of
constituents, wineries and consumers, that will take an interest in opposing the wholesalers’ lobby. In recent years, most states
that have total or partial bans on direct of shipment of wine have considered a variety of changes to their regulatory schemes, but
most bills have died without being enacted. The only sure result of Granholm is that Michigan and New York can no longer
enforce their prohibitions on out-of-state shipments unless they enact new bans that treat in-state shipments similarly. The
following are examples of the changes states are considering.
In Pennsylvania, residents are allowed to purchase wine from Pennsylvania wineries, have it delivered to their homes,
and not have to pay an eighteen percent tax levied on all other alcoholic beverages.clxxiv On the other hand, Pennsylvania residents
wanting to buy wine produced at out-of-state wineries have to order it at a Pennsylvania State Store, if it is not stocked there, pick
it up at the State Store, and pay the full State Store markup and tax.clxxv This arrangement is clearly unconstitutional under
Granholm. Nevertheless, the solution Pennsylvania will choose is not clear at all. It is sure that there will be a lot of political
wrangling. The Pennsylvania Liquor Control Board will work to maintain its power as wine afficionados attempt to eliminate the
State Store system. Pennsylvania wineries will exert political pressure to expand shipping opportunities while wholesalers lobby
for complete bans on direct shipping.
Connecticut’s State Senator Thomas Colapietro introduced a bill that would require Connecticut consumers to order any
out-of-state wine through their local liquor stores.clxxvi He argued that such a system would prevent minors from purchasing wine
from out of state, and it would be convenient for working consumers who are not home to receive packages during the dayclxxvii
Florida’s State Senator Steven Geller introduced a bill that would have permitted a licensed out-of-state shipper to ship
wine directly to registered Floridians at least twenty-one years old for their personal use.clxxviii To get a license the shipper would
have to be licensed in another state and would have to pay an annual registration fee of $100; the recipient’s registration would be
valid for five years, but the recipient could purchase wine and have it shipped only while physically present at the out-of-state
winery and would be limited to two cases of wine per winery and a total of eight cases of wine per year.clxxix The bill failed, but
Geller anticipates a compromise bill next spring that would limit in-state shipping and would similarly limit but not prohibit
shipments from out-of-state wineries.clxxx The change in Florida law will probably come sooner than that, however, because a
ruling was expected, within weeks of Granholm, in Bainbridge v. Turner,clxxxi a case with facts very similar to Granholm.
In its last legislative session, the Kansas legislature referred to committee two bills concerning the shipment of wine from
out of state. One would have allowed Kansans to order out-of-state wine either in person, by mail, by phone or on the Internet and
have it delivered to a local retailer.clxxxii The other would have made Kansas a reciprocal state by allowing any holder of a license
authorizing the manufacture of wine in a state that affords Kansas licensees reciprocal shipping privileges to ship up to two cases
of wine a year to any adult in Kansas.clxxxiii
A Kentucky newspaper editorial noted that Kentucky’s laws do not discriminate the way that Michigan’s and New
York’s do, but admonished the Kentucky legislature not to be tempted to impose a “draconian ban on all direct wine
shipments.”clxxxiv The editors argued for a liberalization of current laws as “a boon to the booming wine industry.”clxxxv A
Maryland newspaper editorial urged Governor Robert Ehrlich to demonstrate his alleged love of free markets and promotion of
Maryland products by giving Maryland winemakers a chance to market their products directly to consumers.clxxxvi
The Mississippi legislature considered, but let die in committee this year, a bill to allow native wineries to sell directly to
consumers.clxxxvii Under current law both in-state and out-of-state wineries have to ship to the Mississippi Alcoholic Beverage
Control warehouse, and from there shipments are distributed to package stores.clxxxviii It is also illegal to buy wine over the Internet
in Mississippi.clxxxix
In Montana, Representative Stoker introduced a bill in 2003 to allow direct shipment of wine for personal consumption,cxc
but it was tabled, and there has been no meaningful legislative action since. This year, the Vermont Senate Committee on
Economic Development, Housing, and General Affairs recommended a bill that would permit direct shipping of wine and beer to
Vermont consumers.cxci In New York this year, Assemblyman Herman Farrell introduced a bill that is in committee that authorizes
interstate direct shipment of wine to states with reciprocal statutes.cxcii New York State Senator Kenneth LaValle’s bill is not
limited to reciprocal states but does limit interstate shipments to thirty-six liters [four cases] per year per recipient.cxciii Ten years
ago, the New York legislature approved a bill that would have loosened New York’s direct shipping restrictions, but Governor
Pataki vetoed the measure.cxciv Now the governor says he would support such legislationcxcv and, in fact, has introduced a bill that

would allow out-of-state wineries to ship up to two cases of wine a month to New York residents.cxcvi
After the Granholm decision was announced, Rhode Island Representative Kennedy introduced a bill to allow anyone
who was licensed as a wine producer in any state to obtain a wine direct shipper license in Rhode Island.cxcvii Also after
Granholm, Ohio’s State Senator Fingerhut introduced a bill to allow direct shipment, but the head of the Ohio Division of Liquor
Control said that none of Ohio’s wine laws would change until the resolution of a direct shipment lawsuit against the state.cxcviii
Fingerhut asserted the unconscionability of spending taxpayer money to defend a law that is now clearly unconstitutional.cxcix This
exchange is undoubtedly just one example of the political jockeying for position that will occur as the result of the Granholm
decision.
The following is a Model Rule based on a proposal by the Coalition for Free Trade and other wine industry lobbying
organizations.cc
I.
Any person licensed in any state of the United States as a wine producer or retailer may obtain a
shipper’s license from the State Liquor Authority (SLA) after registering with the SLA and complying
with its rules, regulations, and procedures, and after payment of an annual licensing fee of $___.
Licensees may ship up to ___ cases of nine liters each of wine per month to any person or member of
that person’s household in the state.
A. The rules will require, inter alia, the filing of an annual report that will include:
1. Identification information for all purchasers and the total quantity and
total price of wine purchased by each purchase during the last calendar
year.
2. The total amount of wine shipped into the state during the last calendar
year.
B. The rules will require the licensee to consent to the jurisdiction of the SLA, any other
state agency, and state courts for the enforcement of this Act and for resolving any disputes
between the licensee and its state resident purchasers.
II.
All licensees will pay annually to the Taxation Authority all state and local taxes on sales to
state residents. The amount of the taxes will be calculated as if sales had been made at the
point of delivery. This provision is subject to any federal law limiting the imposition of
taxes.cci
III.
The state will make available to licensees an annual list, by zip code, of local areas that
prohibit the sale of alcoholic beverages, and no licensee may ship to those zip codes.
IV.
All shipments made pursuant to this Act will be conspicuously labeled on the outside:
“CONTAINS ALCOHOL–SIGNATURE OF A PERSON 21 YEARS OR OLDER
REQUIRED FOR DELIVERY.” All licensees will require their common carriers to obtain
the signature of a person 21 years or older (requiring identification to ascertain same) at the
delivery address and to represent that the person signing was not obviously intoxicated.
V.
All licensees will require their purchasers to represent that they are 21 years or older; that
their purchases are for personal, social, or household use, not for commercial resale; that the
purchase is not prohibited in their local area.
VI.
A licensee may renew its license by paying an annual renewal fee of $___ and by complying
with SLA regulations.
VII.
The SLA may enforce provisions of this Act by suspension or revocation of a license or by
assessing a fine. If the SLA determines that a licensee has made an unlawful shipment, the
SLA shall notify the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives (ATF) that state
law has been violated and shall request that ATF take appropriate action.ccii
If states enacted such a rule or something similar, the interests of small wineries, consumers, state taxing authorities, and
child advocates would be protected. Wholesalers and bricks-and-mortar retailers would probably feel little impact because direct
shipping represents only about one to three percent of the wine market.cciii A case of wine (twelve bottles) weighs about thirty
pounds and costs about thirty-five dollars to ship.cciv Most wine purchasers are not going to want to incur those costs or
experience the delay for an everyday, inexpensive bottle of wine for dinner. It is the oenophiles looking for the esoteric small
production wines who will be most interested in direct shipping. On the other hand, a growing, general interest wine may
encourage new customers for everyone in the industry.
V. CONCLUSION: GRANHOLM CREATES NO LOSERS
The positions of the justices in Granholm will provide much fodder for discussion.ccv The decision will also keep the
political rhetoric in high gear as lobbyists for wholesalers, wineries, and consumers attempt to influence state legislators.
Ultimately, wine producers will benefit by having broader markets available. Consumers will benefit because they will have lower
prices and more variety to choose from when buying wine. There will be little change in consumption of alcohol by underage

drinkers because they have much easier and cheaper supplies than online wine. States will collect their taxes if they make
reasonable attempts to do so because wineries will not jeopardize their federal and state licenses by refusing to collect it. And
finally, wholesalers will not lose their businesses to direct sales because of the inconvenience to the majority of wine buyers.
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